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Abstract
In this paper ð1; sÞ-geometries fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; for sa2; are classiﬁed.
Every proper ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; for sa2 has points the points of a
cone P½n  r  1GQ that are not contained in the vertex P½n  r  1; where GQ is a
generalized quadrangle fully embedded in an r-dimensional subspace of PGðn; sÞ that is skew
to p½n  r  1; and its lines are the lines that lie on this cone and that contain s þ 1 points of
the ð1; sÞ-geometry.
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1. Introduction
A partial linear space of order ðs; tÞ is a connected incidence structure S ¼
ðP;L; IÞ; with P a ﬁnite non-empty set of elements called points, L a family of
subsets of P called lines and I an incidence relation satisfying the following axioms.
1. Any two distinct points are incident with at most one line.
2. Each line is incident with exactly s þ 1 points, s41:
3. Each point is incident with exactly t þ 1 lines, t41:
An antiflag of a partial linear space S is a pair ðx; LÞ; with x is a point of S; L a
line of S and such that x is not incident with L: The incidence number of an antiﬂag
ðx; LÞ ofS is the number, denoted by iðx; LÞ; of points collinear with the point xAP
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and incident with the line LAL: An ða; bÞ-geometry is a partial linear space S ¼
ðP;L; IÞ of order ðs; tÞ; for some s and t; such that for any xAP and any LAL; x
not incident with L; we have that iðx; LÞ ¼ a or iðx; LÞ ¼ b; and each of these two
cases occurs.
An ða; bÞ-geometry S is called strongly regular if its point graph is a strongly
regular graph. Strongly regular ða; bÞ-geometries have been studied in [5]. A proper
ða; bÞ-geometry is an ða; bÞ-geometry with a40; b40 and aab: An ða; bÞ-geometry
S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ is said to be fully embedded in a projective space PGðn; qÞ if P is a
subset of the point set of PGðn; qÞ; L is a subset of the line set of PGðn; qÞ; I is the
incidence inherited from PGðn; qÞ and s ¼ q: We always assume that the points ofS
span PGðn; qÞ:
If a ¼ b; then the ða;bÞ-geometry S is called a partial geometry, which will be
denoted by pgðs; t; aÞ: Partial geometries fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ were classiﬁed in
[3]. Full embeddings of ð0; aÞ-geometries, with a41; have been previously studied
[4,7]. In [1,2] we studied full embeddings of ða; bÞ-geometries in PGðn; sÞ; for a41;
and full embeddings of ð1; bÞ-geometries in PGð3; sÞ: Partial classiﬁcation results are
obtained. In this paper ð1; sÞ-geometries fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; for sa2; are
classiﬁed.
A generalized quadrangle is an ða; bÞ-geometry with a ¼ b ¼ 1: Generalized
quadrangles fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ are completely classiﬁed [6]. The
classiﬁcation is as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ be a generalized quadrangle fully embedded in
PGðn; sÞ: Then either
1. n ¼ 3 andS is formed by the points and lines of a non-singular hyperbolic quadric of
PGð3; sÞ; S is formed by the points and lines of a non-singular Hermitian variety of
PGð3; sÞ (in this case s is a square), or the points of S are the points of PGð3; sÞ;
while the lines of S are the lines of PGð3; sÞ that are totally isotropic with respect to
a symplectic polarity in PGð3; sÞ;
2. n ¼ 4 and S is formed by the points and lines of a non-singular parabolic quadric of
PGð4; sÞ; or S is formed by the points and lines of a non-singular Hermitian variety
of PGð4; sÞ (in this case s is a square);
3. n ¼ 5 and S is formed by the points and lines of a non-singular elliptic quadric of
PGð5; sÞ:
The partial geometry Hns is deﬁned as follows. Let P be the set of points of
PGðn; sÞ that are not contained in a subspace H ¼ PGðn  2; sÞ; nX3; let L be the
set of lines of PGðn; sÞ that are skew to H and let I be the natural incidence. Then the
incidence structure Hns ¼ ðP;L; IÞ is a partial geometry with parameters s ¼ q; t þ
1 ¼ qn1 and a ¼ q:
In the next section a new construction of ð1; sÞ-geometries is obtained using fully
embedded generalized quadrangles. In the last section it is then shown that these are
the only ð1; sÞ-geometries fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; for sa2:
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Let P½n  m  1 be an ðn  m  1Þ-dimensional subspace of PGðn; sÞ: We deﬁne
P½n  m  1GQ to be the cone with vertex P½n  m  1; projecting a generalized
quadrangle GQ fully embedded in an m-dimensional subspace of PGðn; sÞ skew to
P½n  m  1; m ¼ 3; 4; 5: We will prove the following main theorem which
completely classiﬁes ð1; sÞ-geometries fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; sa2:
Main theorem. Let S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ be a ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; for
sa2: Then the points of S are the points of a cone P½n  m  1GQ; m ¼ 3; 4; 5; that
are not contained in the vertexP½n  m  1: The lines ofS are the lines that lie on this
cone and contain s þ 1 points of S: &
2. Construction of a ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; sa2
In this section we construct a ð1; sÞ-geometry S fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; s42:
To do this we need to consider how a plane of PGðn; sÞ; that contains an
antiﬂag of S; can intersect S: Let therefore p be a plane of PGðn; sÞ that contains
an antiﬂag of S: Note that every point of S in p must be on either 1 or s
lines of S:
Assume ﬁrst that p contains at least two distinct points p1 and p2 through which
there are s lines ofS in p: We may assume that p1 and p2 are collinear inS: Indeed,
if p1 and p2 are not collinear then let p3 be a point of p that lies on a line of S
through p1 and p2: It follows that p3e/p1; p2S: Since there are at least two lines ofS
through p3 in p and sinceS is a ð1; sÞ-geometry, there have to be s lines ofS through
p3 in p: So in this case p1 and p3 are two collinear points of S in p through which
there are s lines ofS in p: Hence we may assume that p1 is collinear with p2 inS: Let
Mi; i ¼ 1; 2; be the line in p through pi that does not belong to S: Let x be the
intersection of M1 and M2 in p: Then every point of p different from x lies on a line
of S: This implies that all the points of p\fxg belong to S:
Suppose ﬁrst that xeS: We will show that in this case the points and lines ofS in
p are the points and lines of a partial geometry pgðs; s  1; sÞ: We count the number
of lines ofS in p (which we denote by bp) in two different ways. Let c be the number
of points of M2 through which there is exactly one line ofS in p: Then, counting the
number of lines of S in p intersecting M2; we get that
bp ¼ c þ ðs  cÞs ¼ s2 þ cð1 sÞ: ð1Þ
Now let L be a line of S in p through p1 different from /p1; p2S: Let y be the
intersection point of L and M2: Every point of L\fyg is incident with at least two
lines of S in p; and hence with s lines of S in p: Counting the number of lines of S
in p that intersect L; we get that
bp ¼ sðs  1Þ þ 1 ¼ s2  s þ 1 or bp ¼ sðs  1Þ þ s ¼ s2;
depending whether there are 1 or s lines of S through y in p: In the ﬁrst case, from
(1) it follows that c ¼ 1: This means that there is exactly one point (namely y) on M2
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through which there is one line ofS in p: By assumption s42; hence there is a line L0
of S through p1 in p different from L and /p1; p2S: The line L0 intersects M2 in a
point y0 different from y; so through y0 there are s lines of S in p: Counting the
number of lines of S in p intersecting L0; we get that bp ¼ ðs þ 1Þðs  1Þ þ 1 ¼ s2; a
contradiction. In the second case, from (1) it follows that c ¼ 0: Hence through every
point of M2\fxg there are s lines ofS in p: It follows immediately that through every
point of S in p there are s lines of S in p: Hence the points and lines of S in p are
the points and lines of a partial geometry pgðs; s  1; sÞ:
Suppose next that xAS: We will obtain a contradiction. Let c be the number of
points of M2 through which there is exactly one line of S in p: Then, counting the
number of lines of S in p intersecting M2; we get that
bp ¼ c þ ðs þ 1 cÞs ¼ s2 þ s þ cð1 sÞ: ð2Þ
Let L be a line of S in p through p1 different from /p1; p2S; and let y be the
intersection point of L with M2: Then, counting the lines ofS in p intersecting L we
get that bp ¼ s2  s þ 1 or bp ¼ s2; depending on the number of lines ofS through y
in p: Using (2), we get in the ﬁrst case that c ¼ 2þ 1=ðs  1Þ and in the second case
c ¼ s=ðs  1Þ: Since sa2; in both cases ceN; a contradiction.
So if p contains at least two distinct points through which there are s lines of S;
then the points and lines of S in p form a partial geometry pgðs; s  1; sÞ:
Now assume that p contains at most one point through which there are s lines of
S in p: By assumption p contains an antiﬂag ofS; hence p contains two intersecting
lines L1 and L2 ofS: Let fpg ¼ L1-L2: If there were a line L3 ofS in p not through
p; then the intersection point of L3 and L1 would be another point ofS in p through
which there are s lines ofS in p; a contradiction with our assumption. Hence all lines
of S in p contain p; i.e. the lines of S in p form a subset of a pencil of lines.
So S intersects each plane p of PGðn; sÞ that contains an antiﬂag of S in either a
partial geometry pgðs; s  1; sÞ; in which case we call p an s-plane (the unique point in
p that is not a point of S will be called the nucleus of the plane), or in a subset of a
pencil of lines, and then we call p a degenerate plane with centre the intersection point
of the lines ofS in p: Note that a degenerate plane contains two different lines ofS;
since it contains an antiﬂag of S:
Theorem 2.1. Let P be the set of points of PGðn; sÞ; with s42; that lie on a cone
P½n  m  1GQ; m ¼ 3; 4; 5; but that are not contained in P½n  m  1: LetL be the
set of lines of PGðn; sÞ that lie on this cone and that contain s þ 1 points of S: Let I be
the incidence of PGðn; sÞ: Then S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ is a ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in
PGðn; sÞ:
Proof. Let S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ be an incidence structure, with P the set of points of
PGðn; sÞ; that lie on a cone P½n  m  1GQ; m ¼ 3; 4; 5; but that are not contained
in P½n  m  1; L the set of lines of PGðn; sÞ that lie on this cone and that contain
s þ 1 points of S; and I the incidence of PGðn; sÞ: Let G½m be an m-dimensional
subspace of PGðn; sÞ skew to P½n  m  1: Then G½m intersects S in a generalized
quadrangle.
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From the deﬁnition ofS; it follows immediately that each line ofS contains s þ 1
points of S: It follows also that the number of lines of S through a point of S
is a constant. Indeed, since the points of the vertex P½n  m  1 of the cone
P½n  m  1GQ do not belong toS; it is clear that every point ofS plays the same
role. The number t þ 1 of lines of S through a point of S can easily be counted as
follows. Let u be a point ofS and let Lu be a line ofS through u in G½m: Then every
plane through Lu and a point of the vertex P½n  m  1 contains s lines of S
through u: Since jP½n  m  1j ¼ ðsnm  1Þ=ðs  1Þ; in this way we have found
ðsnm  1Þ þ 1 ¼ snm lines of S through u:
Now let L0u be a line ofS through u in G½m; LuaL0u: Assume that there would be
a line M ofS through u that is contained in both /Lu; xS and /L0u; yS; where x and
y are points of the vertex P½n  m  1: Then the planes /Lu; xS and /L0u; yS are
contained in a three-dimensional space. It follows that the plane /Lu; L0uSCG½m
intersects the line /x; yS of the vertex P½n  m  1 in at least one point, a
contradiction. Hence every line of S through u belongs to exactly one plane of the
form /L0; xS; where L0 is a line of S through u in G½m and x a point of the vertex
P½n  m  1: So if t0 þ 1 is the number of lines of S through a point of S in the
generalized quadrangle G½m-S; then there are snmðt0 þ 1Þ lines of S through u:
This proves that t þ 1 ¼ snmðt0 þ 1Þ:
Now let p be a point of S and let L be a line of S; peL: Then the plane /p; LS
intersects P½n  m  1 in a point or it is skew to P½n  m  1: In the ﬁrst case, it
follows from the deﬁnition of S that /p; LS is an s-plane and hence iðp; LÞ ¼ s: In
the second case, /p; LS is contained in an m-dimensional subspace of PGðn; sÞ
intersectingS in a generalized quadrangle GQ: So iðp; LÞ ¼ 1: Hence for every point
p of S and every line L of S either iðp; LÞ ¼ 1 or iðp; LÞ ¼ s; and both cases occur.
This proves that S is a ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ: &
Note that this construction also holds for s ¼ 2: However, in the case s ¼ 2; not
every plane containing an antiﬂag of S has to be an s-plane or a degenerate plane.
Indeed, when s ¼ 2; a plane containing an antiﬂag ofS can intersectS in the points
of 3 lines of S that are not concurrent. There do exist ð1; 2Þ-geometries fully
embedded in PGðn; 2Þ different from the one described in the theorem above. For
example let P be the set of points of PGðn; 2Þ not contained in an ðn  2Þ-
dimensional subspace of PGðn; 2Þ; and let L be the set of lines of PGðn; 2Þ
containing 3 points of S; that are not contained in a spread S of the points of S in
PGðn; 2Þ: Then S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ is a ð1; 2Þ-geometry fully embedded in PGðn; 2Þ: In
fact, in the case s ¼ 2; a ð1; sÞ-geometry is the same as an ðs  1; sÞ-geometry, which
we have studied in [1].
3. Classiﬁcation of ð1; sÞ-geometries fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; sa2
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the classiﬁcation of ð1; sÞ-geometries fully
embedded in PGðn; sÞ; sa2:
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Lemma 3.1. There is no proper ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGð3; sÞ; sa2:
Proof. Let S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ be a proper ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGð3; sÞ;
for sa2: We have proved in the previous section that every plane of PGð3; sÞ that
contains an antiﬂag of S; is either an s-plane or a degenerate plane. Since S is
proper, PGð3; sÞ contains at least one s-plane and at least one degenerate plane. In [2]
it has been proved that if PGð3; sÞ contains an s-plane as well as a degenerate plane,
then S cannot exist. This proves that there exists no proper ð1; sÞ-geometry fully
embeddable in PGð3; sÞ; for sa2: &
Lemma 3.2. Let S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ be a proper ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in
PGðn; sÞ; for sa2: Then PGðn; sÞ contains an s-plane and a degenerate plane that
intersect in a line of S:
Proof. Let S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ be a proper ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ;
for sa2: Since S is proper, it follows that PGðn; sÞ contains an s-plane r and a
degenerate plane p: Assume that p and r do not intersect in a line ofS: Then a plane
t1 through a line L of S in p and a point u of S in r; uep; is either a degenerate
plane or an s-plane. If t1 is an s-plane, then p and t1 are a degenerate plane and an s-
plane intersecting in a line of S: If t1 is a degenerate plane, then let t2 be a plane
through a line of S through u in t1 and a line of S through u in r: The plane t2
contains an antiﬂag of S; hence it is an s-plane or a degenerate plane intersecting
both the s-plane r and the degenerate plane t1 in a line of S: So either t1 and t2
or t2 and r are a degenerate plane and an s-plane intersecting in a line of S:
This proves that PGðn; sÞ contains an s-plane and a degenerate plane intersecting in a
line of S: &
Lemma 3.3. Let S be a proper ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; for sa2:
Let p be a degenerate plane consisting of r lines of S through its centre p and let r be
an s-plane with nucleus x: Assume that r and p intersect in a line M of S: Then the
points of S in D ¼ /p; rS are the points different from x in r planes through /x; pS;
while the lines of S in D are all lines not through x contained in these planes.
Proof. Since p is the centre of p; it follows that pAM: It is clear that r41;
since p contains an antiﬂag of S: There are two cases to consider, namely r ¼ s and
ras:
Suppose first that ras: We will prove that every line of S contains a point of the
line /x; pS: Let y be a point ofS in r; ye/x; pS: Let y0 be the intersection point of
/x; yS and M (if yAM then y ¼ y0). Then all lines through y0 in p different from M
contain r points of S: Hence the s planes through /x; yS different from r in the
three-dimensional space D contain a line on which there are s points of S and a line
on which there are ras points of S: These planes can clearly not be s-planes and
neither degenerate planes. Hence they contain no antiﬂag of S and in particular no
lines of S: This proves that all lines of S through y in D are contained in r and
hence they intersect the line /x; pS in a point. As y was any point of S-r and as
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every line ofS-D has at least one point in common with r it follows that all lines of
S intersect the line /x; pS in a point.
A plane through /x; pS in D intersects p in either a line ofS or a line containing s
points that do not belong toS: The plane r is an s-plane through /x; pS: A plane t
through /x; pS intersecting p in a line that does not belong to S cannot contain an
antiﬂag ofS: Indeed, it contains a line on which there are s points ofS and a line on
which there are s points which are not points of S; but neither an s-plane nor a
degenerate plane can contain both such lines. So t contains no lines ofS: Further all
points ofS in t are points of the line /x; pS: Indeed, if there were a point w ofS in
t; we/x; pS; then since all lines ofS in D intersect /x; pS; iðw; LÞ would be 0 for a
line L of S in r; a contradiction since S is a ð1; sÞ-geometry. A plane t0 through
/x; pS intersecting p in a line of S is clearly an s-plane. Indeed, if t0 were a
degenerate plane, then through a point w0 in t0\/x; pS; w0 different from the centre
of t0; there would be exactly one line Lw0 ofS in t0: Let L be a line ofS in r skew to
Lw0 : Then iðw0; LÞ ¼ 0; a contradiction. So t0 is an s-plane. Hence the planes through
/x; pS in D are either s-planes or planes that contain s2 þ 1 points that do not
belong to S: This proves that for ras the points of S in D are all points in r planes
through /x; pS; different from x; while the lines of S in D are all lines that do not
contain x and are contained in these planes.
Suppose next that r ¼ s: Let N be the line in p through p that does not belong to
S: We will prove that the points of S in the plane /N; xS are the points of /x; pS
different from x: Clearly /N; xS contains no antiﬂag ofS and hence no lines ofS:
Assume that z is a point of S in /N; xS; ze/x; pS: The line /z; xS contains at
least two points that do not belong to S; namely x and the point of intersection of
/z; xS with N: A plane through /z; xS and a line of S-D through z intersects p
and r both in a line containing s points ofS: So this plane is degenerate with centre z
and hence z is the only point of S on the line /z; xS: It follows that on every line
through x in /N; xS different from /x; pS there is at most one point of S: Hence
the plane /N; xS contains at most 2s points of S: Now a line through z in /N; xS
different from /z; xS and /z; pS contains s points of S; since it is contained in a
plane intersecting r in a line of S and p in a line containing s points of S: So,
counting the points of S in /N; xS on the lines through z we get that there are
at least ðs  1Þ2 þ 1 ¼ s2  2s þ 2 points of S in /N; xS: Assuming s43; the
inequality s2  2s þ 2p2s gives a contradiction. For s ¼ 3; let u; u0; p and x be the
points of /x; pS; let w be the point of S on /z; uS and let w0 be the point of S on
/z; u0S; zawau; zaw0au0: Since there are at most 2s ¼ 6 points of S in /N; xS;
the line /z; pS contains exactly two points ofS; i.e. z and p: Hence the line /w; u0S
intersects /z; pS in a point that does not belong toS: So /w; u0S is a line in /N; xS
not through x or p that contains s  1 ¼ 2 points ofS: This is a contradiction, since
we already proved that every such line contains s ¼ 3 points ofS: So we proved that
/N; xS\/x; pS contains no points ofS: This implies that all lines ofS-D intersect
the line /x; pS in a point. It immediately follows that all planes through /x; pS are
s-planes, for otherwise they would contain a point w ofS such that iðw; LÞ ¼ 0 for a
line L of S in r: So also for r ¼ s we proved that the points of S-D are the points
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different from x in r planes through /x; pS; while the lines ofS-D are all lines not
through x contained in these planes. &
Remark 3.4. We will denote the incidence structure described in the theorem above
by MxðrÞ; where M ¼ /x; pS:
Theorem 3.5. Let S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ be a ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; for
sa2: Let S be a four-dimensional subspace of PGðn; sÞ that contains both an s-plane r
and a degenerate plane p: Let p be the centre of p and let x be the nucleus of r: Assume
that S contains a line R of S that is skew to /x; pS: Then the following cases can
occur.
1. The points of S are the points of a cone P½0GQ; different from P½0; while
the lines of S are the lines that lie on this cone and that do not contain the
vertex P½0:
2. There is a plane t that contains s2 points of S and s þ 1 points that do not belong to
S that lie on a line Mt: The points of S are all points of some three-dimensional
spaces through t; that do not lie on Mt; while the lines of S are all lines in these
three-dimensional spaces that are skew to Mt:
Proof. From Lemma 3.2 it follows that we may assume that p and r intersect in a
line of S: From Lemma 3.3 it follows that the points of S in D ¼ /p; rS are the
points of some planes through the line /x; pS; while the lines of S in D are all lines
not through x and contained in these planes. We denote the intersection point of R
with D by u: By assumption ue/x; pS: We may assume also that uer; since D
contains at least two s-planes through /x; pS:
First we will prove that every three-dimensional space through r in S intersectsS
in either a partial geometry H3s or in an incidence structure M
xðrÞ; with M a line of r
that contains x: Let z be a point of R; zau: If the three-dimensional space /z; rS
contains a degenerate plane, then from Lemma 3.3 it follows that the points and lines
of S in /z; rS deﬁne an incidence structure MxðrÞ; where M is a line /x; p0S; with
p0 a point of S in r: Assume now that /z; rS contains no degenerate plane. Then
every plane in /z; rS that contains an antiﬂag ðw; LwÞ ofS is an s-plane, and hence
iðw; LwÞ ¼ s: Let w0 be a point ofS in /z; rS: Then there is an s-plane in /z; rS that
does not contain w0: Indeed, if w0er; then r is an s-plane not through w0: If w0Ar;
then let L0 be a line ofS in r; w0eL0: The plane /z; L0S is an s-plane not through w0:
So let t be an s-plane in /z; rS not through w0: In t; there are s2 lines of S: In the
three-dimensional space /z; rS; every line through w0 intersects t in a point.
Counting the lines ofS through w0 intersecting t; we get that there are s2 such lines.
Since w0 was an arbitrary chosen point of S in /z; rS; it follows that through every
point ofS in /z; rS there are s2 lines ofS in /z; rS: So the points and lines ofS in
/z; rS form a partial geometry pgðs; s2  1; sÞ: From [3] it follows thatS-/z; rS is
the partial geometry H3s :
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Let s1;y; ssþ1 be the three-dimensional spaces through r in S; with s1 ¼ /p;rS:
Now we distinguish two cases.
Case 1: Suppose that none of s1;y; ssþ1 intersects S in a partial geometry H3s :
Then the incidence structure of points and lines of S in s1;y; ssþ1 is of the form
Mxi ðriÞ; where x is the nucleus of r: We will call Mi (which is a line of r but not ofS)
the nuclear line of si:
We will prove now that each si has a distinct nuclear line. Assume therefore that
some si and sj both have /x; vS as nuclear line, with vAr\fxg: Let w be a point of r
not on /x; vS: We look at the plane /w; RS: There are at least two lines through w
in /w; RS that do not belong to S; namely the intersection lines of /w; RS with si
respectively sj (since w does not belong to the nuclear line of si and sj). Since S is a
ð1; sÞ-geometry, it follows that w is collinear with exactly one point of R: This implies
that /w; xS is the nuclear line for exactly one sk; iakaj: Since w was an arbitrary
point of r not on /x; vS; it follows that the s lines through x in r different from
/x; vS are each of them nucleus for one of the three-dimensional spaces s1;y; ssþ1:
Since each si has exactly one nuclear line, it follows that each line through x in r is
the nuclear line of exactly one of the si; i ¼ 1;y; s þ 1: This is a contradiction with
the assumption that si and sj have the same nuclear line /x; vS: It follows that each
si; i ¼ 1;y; s þ 1; has a distinct nuclear line through x in r:
Next we prove that for the incidence structures Mxi ðriÞ in si; i ¼ 1;y; s þ 1; the
parameter ri is a constant r; i.e. for each si the points and lines ofS in this space lie
in r s-planes through the nuclear line Mi: Let pi be any point of S on Mi: Consider
the plane /p1; RS: It intersects s1 in a line of S; while it intersects si; i ¼
2;y; s þ 1; in a line containing s þ 1 ri points that do not belong to S: It follows
that /p1; RS is a degenerate plane. Hence s þ 1 ri ¼ s þ 1 r; for i ¼ 2;y; s þ 1
and r a constant. Considering the plane /p2; RS; in the same way as above it follows
that r1 ¼ r: So in each si there are r s-planes through the nuclear line Li ¼ /pi; xS;
for i ¼ 1;y; s þ 1:
Now let N be a line of S in r: Let UN ½3 be a three-dimensional subspace of S
containing N but not containing x: Then UN ½3 intersects si; for i ¼ 1;y; s þ 1 in a
plane ti through N: The line N intersects the nuclear line Mi i ¼ 1;y; s þ 1 in one
point. So in every plane ti all lines of S are concurrent. Since ti is a plane of si; the
lines of S in ti are r lines through the point Mi-N: Hence every ti is a degenerate
plane. This implies that in UN ½3 there are s þ 1 degenerate planes through the line N
ofS: From Lemma 3.3 it follows that UN ½3 contains no s-planes. Hence iðw; LÞ ¼ 1
for every antiﬂag ðw; LÞ of S in UN ½3: Now we count the number of lines of S
through a point of S contained in UN ½3: If zAN; then zAMi for exactly one
iAf1;y; s þ 1g: So z is the centre of exactly one of the degenerate planes through N;
namely the plane ti: Hence there are r lines of S through z in UN ½3: If z0AUN ½3\N;
then z0er: So z0Atj for exactly one jAf1;y; s þ 1g: As UN ½3 contains no s-planes, z0
is collinear with exactly one point of each of the r  1 lines ofS different from N in
tk; for kaj: In tj there is exactly one line ofS through z0: So z0 is incident with r lines
of S in UN ½3: Hence the number of lines of S through a point of S in UN ½3 is a
constant r: It follows that S intersects UN ½3 in a generalized quadrangle of order
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ðs; r  1Þ: Hence S-UN ½3 is one of the following (see Theorem 1.1): the points and
lines of a hyperbolic quadric Qþð3; sÞ; the points and lines of a Hermitian variety
Hð3; sÞ (in which case s is a square), or all the points and the totally isotropic lines of
a symplectic polarity Wð3; sÞ:
If L is a line of S in ti; for i ¼ 1;y; s þ 1; then /x; LS is an s-plane. Let L0 be a
line ofS in UN ½3; L0 skew to N: Let z1;y; zsþ1 be the points of L0; with ziAti: Then
/Mi; ziS is an s-plane, for i ¼ 1;y; s þ 1: In particular, the line /x; ziS contains s
points of S: Hence the plane /L0; xS contains exactly one point that does not
belong to S; namely the point x: So /L0; xS is an s-plane. This proves that all the
points of the cone with vertex x; projecting a generalized quadrangle contained in
UN ½3; different from x; are points ofS: Suppose that there were a point v ofS in S
that does not belong to this cone. Then the line /x; vS intersects UN ½3 in a point that
does not belong to S: However, from the above we know that every line through x
contains either 0 or s points of S: This implies that v cannot exist. Hence the points
different from x of the cone with vertex x projecting a generalized quadrangle in
UN ½3; are the only points of S in S: We proved that for every line L of the
generalized quadrangle in UN ½3; /x; LS is an s-plane. Hence every line that does not
contain x and that lies on the cone with vertex x projecting the generalized
quadrangle in UN ½3; is a line ofS: These are the only lines ofS; since all other lines
of S contain points that do not belong to S: This proves that the points of S in S
are the points of L\fxg; where L is the set of points of the cone with vertex x
projecting a generalized quadrangle in a three-dimensional space skew to x; while the
lines of S in S are all lines that lie on this cone and that do not contain x:
Case 2: Suppose that at least one of the three-dimensional spaces s1;y; ssþ1
intersects S in a partial geometry H3s : Let s1 ¼ /p; rS and assume that ssþ1
intersects S in a partial geometry H3s : Let r be the number of s-planes through
M1 ¼ /x; pS in s1: Let y1;y; ys; x be the points of the line H; or in other words the
points of ssþ1 that do not belong to S:
Assume first that ras: As before, let R be a line of S skew to r: Then the planes
/R; yiS; i ¼ 1;y; s; intersect r in a point of the line /x; pS: Indeed, assume that the
plane /R; yiS would intersect r in a point we/x; pS: The plane /R; yiS contains
an antiﬂag ofS: Since w does not belong to the nuclear line of s1; the plane /R; yiS
intersects s1 in a line that contains exactly r points ofS: On the other hand /R; yiS
intersects ssþ1 in a line containing s points ofS: This is a contradiction, since neither
an s-plane nor a degenerate plane can contain both of these lines. This proves that
the plane /R; yiS has to intersect r in a point of /x; pS:
It follows that every line of S in S intersects the plane /p; HS in a point.
Indeed, if there were a line M 0 of S that intersects ssþ1 in a point u; ue/p; HS;
then, replacing R by M 0 in the previous paragraph, we would get a contra-
diction.
Now we prove that ssþ1 is the only three-dimensional space through r in S that
intersects S in a partial geometry H3s : Let w
0 be a point of r; w0e/x; pS: The plane
/R; w0S intersects ssþ1 in a line ofS; and s1 in a line containing exactly ras points
ofS: Hence /R; w0S is a degenerate plane with centre different from w0: This implies
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that there are s lines through w0 in /R; w0S that contain ras points of S: Hence
each si; i ¼ 1;y; s; contains a line on which there are ras points ofS: This implies
that si; ias þ 1 does not intersect S in a partial geometry H3s : So the points and
lines of S in si; ias þ 1; are the points and lines of an incidence structure Mxi ðrÞ:
Since w was an arbitrarily chosen point of r\/x; pS; it follows that the nuclear line
Mi of si is the same line /p; xS for each iAf1;y; sg:
Now we look at the three-dimensional spaces through /p; HS in S: One of them
is ssþ1; with ssþ1-S being a partial geometry H3s : Let L be a line of S in s1; L not
contained in r: Then L intersects the line /p; xS in a point. The plane /L; xS is an
s-plane. The planes /L; yiS; for i ¼ 1;y; s; are all s-planes, as /x; pS is the nuclear
line of s1;y; ss: So the three-dimensional space /L; HS contains s þ 1 s-planes
through L: Hence the points of /L; HS that do not belong toS are the points of the
line H: So /L; HS cannot contain a degenerate plane. Hence every plane in /L; HS
that contains an antiﬂag ofS is an s-plane. It follows that /L; HS intersectsS in a
partial geometry H3s : Now let N be a line in s1 that intersects /x; pS in a point z;
zax; NeS: Then N contains s points that do not belong to S: The plane /N; xS
contains s2 þ 1 points that do not belong to S: The planes /N; yiS; for i ¼ 1;y; s;
contain the line N with s points that do not belong toS; and a line through yi in ssþ1
that contains s points of S: So the planes /N; yiS cannot contain an antiﬂag of S:
Since zA/x; pS; every line through z not in ssþ1 either belongs to S or it contains s
points that do not belong to S: It follows that all points of S in /N; yiS lie on the
line /yi; zS; i ¼ 1;y; s: This implies that all points of S in the three-dimensional
space /N; HS are contained in the plane /p; HS: This proves that the points of S
in S are all the points of some three-dimensional spaces through /p; HS; not
contained in the line H; while the lines of S in S in are the lines contained in these
three-dimensional spaces and skew to the line H:
Assume next that r ¼ s: Then we may assume that each si that contains a
degenerate plane, has s s-planes through its nuclear line, for otherwise we can apply
the previous case with si instead of s1: Let R-ssþ1 be the point z: We will prove that
H is contained in the plane /x; p; zS: Assume therefore that yie/x; p; zS: Let
/z; yiS-r be the point z0: Then the intersection lines of /R; z0S with s1 and with
ssþ1 each contain one point that does not belong toS: It follows that iðz0; RÞ ¼ 1; so
/z0; RS is a degenerate plane, with centre different from z: Since r ¼ s; /z0; RS
contains exactly s collinear points that do not belong to S: Now let Mz be a line
through z in /z0; RS that contains exactly one point x0 that does not belong to S;
with x0es1 and Mza/z; yiS: We count the points of S that do not belong to S in
the planes through the line Mz:
Every line through x contains 1 or s þ 1 points that do not belong toS: Since Mz
contains exactly s points of S; the plane /Mz; xS contains s þ 1 points that do not
belong to S; namely the points of the line /x; x0S:
In the planes /Mz; wS; for wAr; we/p; xS and yie/z; wS; i ¼ 1;y; s; the line
/w; zS is a line ofS; while /Mz; wS intersects s1 in a line containing one point that
does not belong to S: Hence /Mz; wS contains an antiﬂag of S and at least two
points that do not belong toS: This implies that /Mz; wS is a degenerate plane that
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contains s points that do not belong to S: Now there are s2  s possible choices for
the point w; so in total we ﬁnd sðs  1Þ2 þ 1 points that do not belong to S:
The planes /Mz; vS; with vAr; yjA/z; vS; j ¼ 1;y; s; are contained in the three-
dimensional space /R; x; vS; for we have chosen Mz to be a line of the plane
/R; yiS: The plane /R; xS is an s-plane, while /R; vS is a degenerate plane. So
from Lemma 3.3, it follows that the points and lines of S in the three-dimensional
space /R; x; vS are the points and lines of an incidence structure M˜xðrÞ with nuclear
line M˜ being contained in the plane /R; xS: The line Mz is clearly skew to the
nuclear line M˜; since it contains exactly one point that does not belong toS and this
point is different from x: Hence the planes /Mz; vS; with vAr; yiA/z; vS; are all
degenerate, and they contain exactly s points that do not belong toS: Since there are
s such planes, there are sðs  1Þ þ 1 points that do not belong to S in these planes.
The planes /Mz; p0S; for p0A/x; pS\fxg intersect s1 in a line of S: So they
contain an antiﬂag of S and hence they are either degenerate planes containing s
points that do not belong toS or they are s-planes. Assume that c of these planes are
s-planes. Then in these planes there are exactly ðs  cÞðs  1Þ þ 1 points that do not
belong to S:
So the number of points of S that do not belong to S equals
1þ s þ sðs  1Þ2 þ sðs  1Þ þ ðs  cÞðs  1Þ ¼ s3 þ 1 cðs  1Þ: ð3Þ
Now we count the points that do not belong to S in another way: in s1 there are
s2 þ 1 such points, in ssþ1 there are s þ 1 such points and in si; for 1aias þ 1; there
are s2 þ 1 or s þ 1 such points. Assume that ðc0 þ 1Þ three-dimensional spaces
through r do not intersect S in a partial geometry. Then the number of points of S
that do not belong to S equals
1þ s2 þ s þ c0s2 þ ðs  1 c0Þs ¼ 2s2 þ 1þ c0ðs2  sÞ: ð4Þ
From (3) and (4) it follows that c ¼ s2  c0s  s2=ðs  1Þ: Since cAN; it follows that
ðs  1Þjs2: This implies that s ¼ 2; a contradiction with our assumption. This proves
that yiA/x; p; zS; for i ¼ 1;y; s: It follows also that every line of S in S intersects
the plane /p; HS in a point, and that each si; for i ¼ 2;y; s; that contains a
degenerate plane, has the line /x; pS as nuclear line. Indeed, if sj; for jAf1;y; sg;
would have a nuclear line /x; p0S; with p0e/x; pS; then in the same way as above
we can prove that yiA/x; p0; zS: However, we proved above that the line H belongs
to the plane /z; x; pS: So p0A/x; pS; a contradiction. Hence /x; pS is the nuclear
line for each si; ias þ 1:
Now we prove that each si; i ¼ 2;y; s; contains a degenerate plane. Let wAssþ1\r
be a point of S; we/p; HS: Let Lw be a line of S through w in ssþ1 and skew to
/x; pS: Let Lw-r be the point v: Let Nw be a line through w and a point of S in
s1\r: Then Nw does not belong to S; since it does not meet /p; HS: The plane
/Lw; NwS contains an antiﬂag of S and two lines that do not belong to S through
the point Nw-s1 (the second line being /Nw; LwS-s1). Hence it is a degenerate
plane with centre v0 different from the point v: So in /Lw; NwS there is one line Mv0
through v0 on which there are s points that do not belong to S: Let Mv0-Nw be the
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point x: Then x lies in a sk; for kAf2;y; sg: Now the s lines through v in
/Lw; NwS; different from Lw; contain a point of Mv0 that does not belong to S:
Hence for i ¼ 1;y; s; each line si-/Lw; NwS contains a point that does not belong
to S: Now there are s2  s possible choices for the line Lw of S through w in ssþ1;
Lw skew to /x; pS: Hence each si; i ¼ 2;y; s; iak; contains at least s2  s points
that do not belong to S: Now for s42; s2  s4s þ 1; which implies that no si;
i ¼ 2;y; s; iak; intersects S in a partial geometry H3s : To prove that sk contains a
degenerate plane, we argue in the same way, replacing Nw by a line N
0
w through w
and a point of S in sk\r:
In the same way as in the case ras; it can be shown that every three-dimensional
space in S through the plane /p; HS intersectsS either in a partial geometry H3s ; or
in the points of the plane /p; HS not on the line H: Hence the points of S are all
points of a set of three-dimensional spaces through /p; HS; not contained in the line
H; while the lines of S are all lines in these three-dimensional spaces skew to H:
So we have proved that S intersects S as follows.
1. The points of S are the points of a cone xGQ; different from x; with GQ a
generalized quadrangle fully embedded in a three-dimensional space not
containing x; while the lines of S are the lines that lie on this cone and that do
not contain the vertex x:
2. There is a plane t that contains s2 points ofS and s þ 1 points that do not belong
to S; that lie on a line Mt: The points of S are all points of a set of three-
dimensional spaces through t; that do not lie on Mt; while the lines of S are all
lines in these three-dimensional spaces that are skew to Mt: &
Corollary 3.6. Let S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ be a ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGð4; sÞ; for
sa2: Then the points of S are the points of a cone P½0GQ; different from the vertex
P½0: The lines of S are the lines that lie on this cone and contain s þ 1 points of S:
Proof. Since S is proper, PGð4; sÞ contains both a degenerate plane p with centre p
and a s-plane r with nucleus x: From Lemma 3.2 it follows that we may assume that
p and r intersect in a line of S: Then from Lemma 3.3 we get that the points and
lines of S in /p; rS are the points and lines of an incidence structure MxðrÞ; with
nuclear line M ¼ /p; xS: The points of S span PGð4; sÞ; so let u be a point of S in
PGð4; sÞ\/p; rS: Since S is a ð1; sÞ-geometry there is a line R of S through u
intersecting /p; rS in a point w: We may assume that we/x; pS: Indeed, through
the points of S in /p; rS\/x; pS there are less lines of S in /p; rS than through
the points of /x; pS\fxg: SinceS is a ð1; sÞ-geometry, the number t þ 1 of lines ofS
through a point of S is a constant. Hence we can choose R such that we/x; pS:
Now we apply Theorem 3.5. The result of this corollary then immediately follows,
again since t þ 1 is a constant. &
Let S be a ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; sa2: Let U ½l be an l-
dimensional subspace of PGðn; sÞ; 4plon: Assume thatS intersects U ½l as follows.
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1. U ½l contains an ðl  2Þ-dimensional subspace L½l  2; and the points of S in
L½l  2 are the points of the afﬁne space L½l  2\C½l  3; with C½l  3 an
ðl  3Þ-dimensional subspace of L½l  2: The points of S in U ½l are all points of
some ðl  1Þ-dimensional spaces through L½l  2; not contained in C½l  3: The
lines of S are all lines in these ðl  1Þ-dimensional spaces skew to C½l  3: Then
we say that U ½l-S is of type I.
2. The points ofS are all points of a cone O½l  m  1GQ; that are not contained in
the vertex O½l  m  1: The lines of S are all lines that lie on this cone and that
contain no point of O½l  m  1: Then we say that U ½l-S is of type II.
Lemma 3.7. Let S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ be a proper ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in
PGðn; sÞ; for s42 and n44: Assume that for every l-dimensional subspace U ½l of
PGðn; sÞ; with 4plon; U ½l containing an s-plane and a degenerate plane,
U ½l-S is of type I or of type II. Let G½l þ 1 be an ðl þ 1Þ-dimensional space
containing U ½l and a point u of S; ueU ½l: Then G½l þ 1-S is also of type I or of
type II.
Proof. Let S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ be a proper ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ;
for s42 and n44: Assume for that every l-dimensional subspace U ½l of PGðn; sÞ;
4plon; U ½l containing an s-plane and a degenerate plane, U ½l-S is of type I or of
type II.
Let U ½l be an l-dimensional subspace of PGðn; sÞ that contains both a degenerate
plane and an s-plane. Let uAS; ueU ½l: Let L be a line ofS through u that intersects
U ½l in a point. Let G½l þ 1 ¼ /U ½l; LS: Now we determine how S intersects
G½l þ 1:
Assume first that U ½l-S is of type II. Then the points ofS in U ½l are all points of
a cone O½l  m  1GQ; m ¼ 3; 4; 5: The lines of S are all lines that lie on this cone
and that contain no point of O½l  m  1: We consider ﬁrst the case m ¼ 3: If
G½l þ 1 contains an s-plane r0 that intersects U ½l in a line M of S; then G½l þ 1
contains an l-dimensional subspace U 0½l for which U 0½l-S is of type I. Indeed, let
y be the point of r0 that does not belong to S: Let xAO½l  4: Then /x; r0S is a
three-dimensional space that contains two s-planes /x; MS and r0 that intersect in
the line M of S: From Lemma 3.3, it follows that /x; r0S contains no degenerate
planes. So /x; r0S intersects S in a partial geometry H3s : Hence the line /x; yS
contains no point of S: Since xAO½l  4 was arbitrarily chosen, it follows that
/y;O½l  4S contains no point of S and moreover all points of /r0;O½l  4S that
do not belong to S are contained in /y;O½l  4S: So /r0;O½l  4S contains no
degenerate plane. Hence /r0;O½l  4S intersects S in a partial geometry Hl1s : Let
now U 0½l be an l-dimensional subspace of G½l þ 1 that contains /r0;O½l  4S and a
line of the generalized quadrangle GQ intersecting /r0;O½l  4S in one point. Then
U 0½l contains a degenerate plane, since it intersects GQ in a plane. Hence U 0½l-S is
of type I or type II. Since U 0½l contains an ðl  1Þ-dimensional space intersecting S
in a partial geometry, U 0½l-S is of type I. This proves that G½l þ 1 contains an l-
dimensional subspace U 0½l for which U 0½l-S is of type I. We will treat this case
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later. So we may assume for now that G½l þ 1 does not contain an s-plane that
intersects U ½l in a line of S:
Let P½3 be a three-dimensional subspace of U ½l skew to O½l  4: Then P½3-S
is a generalized quadrangle. Let uAS again be a point of G½l þ 1\U ½l:
Then /u;P½3S is a four-dimensional space containing no s-planes (since by
assumption no s-plane in G½l þ 1 intersects U ½l in a line of S and since no line in
P½3 contains exactly s points of S). Hence for every antiﬂag ðz; MÞ of S in
/u;P½3S; we have that iðz; MÞ ¼ 1: It follows immediately that the number of lines
ofS through a point ofS in /u;P½3S is a constant. HenceS intersects /u;P½3S
in a generalized quadrangle. Since u was an arbitrary point of G½l þ 1-S; every
four-dimensional subspace of G½l þ 1 skew to O½l  4 intersects S in a generalized
quadrangle.
Let M be a line ofS in G½l þ 1: Let xAO½l  4: Assume that /x; MS is not an s-
plane. Then clearly M does not belong to U ½l: So /x; MS intersects U ½l in a line on
which there are s points ofS: Hence /x; MS contains an antiﬂag ofS and so it is a
degenerate plane. It follows that in /x; MS there is exactly one line through x on
which there are s points that do not belong to S: Let N 0 be a line of /x; MS that
contains a point that does not belong to S; xeN 0: We proved above that a four-
dimensional space through N 0 skew to O½l  4 intersects S in a generalized
quadrangle. However, in a generalized quadrangle no line contains exactly one point
that does not belong to S; a contradiction. Hence for every line M of S in G½l þ 1
and every xAO½l  4; the plane /x; MS is an s-plane. This proves that every point
of the cone with vertex O½l  4; projecting a generalized quadrangle contained in a
four-dimensional space skew to O½l  4; not contained in O½l  4; belongs to S: It
follows that G½l þ 1-S is of type II, with m ¼ 4:
Consider next the case m ¼ 4: Assume ﬁrst that G½l þ 1 contains an s-plane r0 that
intersects U ½l in a line of S: Then as in the previous case we can prove that
/r0;O½l  5S intersectsS in a partial geometry Hl2s : Let U 0½l be an l-dimensional
subspace of G½l þ 1 containing /r0;O½l  5S and a line of S in GQ; intersecting
/r0;O½l  5S in a point. Then U 0½l contains a degenerate plane and hence
U 0½l-S is of type I or type II. Since U 0½l contains the ðl  2Þ-dimensional space
/r0;O½l  5S intersecting S in a partial geometry Hl2s ; it follows that U 0½l-S is
of type II with m ¼ 3; or U 0½l-S is of type I. The ﬁrst case we dealt above and the
second case we will deal later. If G½l þ 1 contains no s-plane that intersects U ½l in a
line of S; then as in the previous paragraph, one proves that G½l þ 1-S is of type
II with m ¼ 5:
In case m ¼ 5; as in the previous cases, it follows that either G½l þ 1 contains an l-
dimensional subspace U 0½l; such that U 0½l-S is of type II with m ¼ 4; or U 0½l-S
is of type I (the ﬁrst case we dealt above and the second case we will deal later), or
G½l þ 1-S is of type II with m ¼ 6; a contradiction since there exists no generalized
quadrangle that is fully embedded in a six-dimensional projective space and that is
not contained in a ﬁve-dimensional subspace.
So if U ½l-S is of type II, then G½l þ 1-S is either also of type II, or G½l þ 1
contains an l-dimensional subspace U 0½l; for which U 0½l-S is of type I.
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Assume next that U ½l-S is of type I. Then we proceed in the same way as
we did in Theorem 3.5. Let T ½l  1 be an ðl  1Þ-dimensional subspace of U ½l that
contains L½l  2 and such that T ½l  1-S is a partial geometry Hl1s : Let
s1;y; ssþ1 be the l-dimensional subspaces of G½l þ 1 containing T ½l  1: Assume
that s1 ¼ U ½l: Then as in Theorem 3.5, one can prove that for i ¼ 1;y; s þ 1; si
intersectsS either in a partial geometry Hls or that all points ofS-si are contained
in some ðl  1Þ-dimensional subspaces around /pi;C½l  3S; with piAT
½l  1\C½l  3; while the lines of S-si are the lines contained in these subspaces
that contain s þ 1 points of S: In the last case, we call /pi;C½l  3S the nuclear
subspace of si:
Case 1: Suppose that none of s1;y; ssþ1 intersects S in a partial geometry Hls:
Then s1;y; ssþ1 intersect S in a number of ðl  1Þ-dimensional spaces containing
/pi;C½l  3S; for piAT ½l  1\C½l  3; which intersect S in a partial geometry
Hl1s :
As in Theorem 3.5 one can prove that s1;y; ssþ1 each have a different nuclear
subspace /pi;C½l  3S; i ¼ 1;y; s; and that each si has a constant number r of
ðl  1Þ-dimensional spaces through its nuclear subspace /pi;C½l  3S:
Now we count the number of lines of S through a point in G½l þ 1: Let u1 be a
point of S in T ½l  1: Then u1A/pi;C½l  3S for just one iAf1;y; s þ 1g: So all
lines ofS in G½l þ 1 through u1 are contained in si: Hence the number of lines ofS
through u1 in G½l þ 1 is rsl2: Let u2 be a point ofS not in T ½l  1: Then u2Asi for
some iAf1;y; s þ 1g: Let L be a line ofS in sj; for jai; such that L does not belong
to T ½l  1: The plane /u2; LS intersects sk; for kaj; in a line containing s þ 1 r
points that do not belong to S: Hence it is a degenerate plane and in particular
iðu2; LÞ ¼ 1: Since L was an arbitrarily chosen line of sj\T ½l  1; iðu2; LÞ ¼ 1 for
each line L of S in sj\T ½l  1: Now let c be the number of points of sj\T ½l  1
collinear with u2: We count in two different ways the ﬂags ðz; LzÞ; for zBu2 and Lz a
line of sj\T ½l  1: We get that sl2c ¼ 1s2l4ðr  1Þ or thus c ¼ sl2ðr  1Þ: In si
there are sl2 lines ofS through u2: Hence in total there are rsl2 lines ofS through
u2 in G½l þ 1: This proves that the number of lines of S through a point of S in
G½l þ 1 is a constant. Hence the points and lines of S in G½l þ 1 form a ð1; sÞ-
geometry in G½l þ 1:
In the same way as in Theorem 3.5, one proves that the ð1; sÞ-geometry S-G½l þ
1 has points the points of a cone with vertex C½l  3; projecting a generalized
quadrangle in a three-dimensional subspace of G½l þ 1 skew to C½l  3; not
contained in C½l  3; and its lines are the lines on this cone that contain s þ 1 points
of S:
Case 2: Suppose that at least one si; for i ¼ 1;y; s þ 1; intersects S in a
partial geometry Hls: Let /y;C½l  3S be the ðl  2Þ-dimensional subspace of
points that do not belong to S in one such a si: Then in the same way as in
Theorem 3.5, it follows that the points of S in G½l þ 1 are the points of some
l-dimensional spaces through /L½l  2; y1S not contained in /C½l  3; y1S; while
the lines of S in G½l þ 1 are the lines in these l-dimensional spaces that are skew to
/C½l  3; y1S:
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So we proved that G½l þ 1-S is also of type I or of type II. This proves the
lemma.
Theorem 3.8. Let S ¼ ðP;L; IÞ be a ð1; sÞ-geometry fully embedded in PGðn; sÞ; for
sa2: Then the points of S are the points of a cone P½n  m  1GQ; m ¼ 3; 4; 5; that
are not contained in the vertexP½n  m  1: The lines ofS are the lines that lie on this
cone and contain s þ 1 points of S:
Proof. From Theorem 3.5 it follows that a four-dimensional subspace S of PGðn; sÞ;
that contains both an s-plane and a degenerate plane, intersects S in one of the
following.
1. The points ofS are the points of a cone xGQ; different from x; while the lines of
S are the lines that lie on this cone and that do not contain the vertex.
2. There is a plane t that contains s2 points ofS and s þ 1 points that do not belong
to S; that lie on a line Mt: The points of S are all points of some three-
dimensional spaces through t not on Mt; while the lines ofS are all lines in these
three-dimensional spaces that are skew to Mt:
Applying Lemma 3.7 a ﬁnite number of times we get that PGðn; sÞ intersects S in
one of the following.
1. The points of S are the points of a cone P½n  m  1GQ; not contained in
P½n  m  1; while the lines of S are the lines that lie on this cone and contain 3
points of S:
2. There is an ðn  2Þ-dimensional subspace P0½n  2 and the points of S in
P0½n  2 are the points of the afﬁne space P0½n  2\C0½n  3; with C0½n  3 an
ðn  3Þ-dimensional subspace of P0½n  2: The points of S in PGðn; sÞ are all
points of a set of ðn  1Þ-dimensional spaces through P0½n  2; not contained in
C0½n  3: The lines ofS are all lines in these ðn  1Þ-dimensional spaces, that are
skew to C0½n  3:
The second case cannot occur, since the number of lines of S through a point of
S is not a constant there. This proves the theorem. &
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